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Robot locomotion is concerned with providing autonomous locomotion capabilities to mobile
robots. Most current day robots feature some form of locomotion for navigating in their environ-
ment. Modalities of robot locomotion includes: (i) aerial locomotion, (ii) terrestrial locomotion,
and (iii) aquatic locomotion (on or under water). Three main forms of terrestrial locomotion are,
legged locomotion, limbless locomotion and wheel-based locomotion. A Modular Robot (MR),
on the other hand, is a robotic system composed of several independent unit modules, where,
each module is a robot by itself. The objective in this thesis is to develop legged locomotion
in a humanoid robot, as well as, limbless locomotion in modular robotic configurations. Taking
inspiration from biology, robot locomotion from the perspective of robot’s morphology, through
evolution, and through learning are investigated in this thesis.
Locomotion is one of the key distinguishing characteristics of a zoological organism. Almost
all animal species, and even some plant species, produce some form of locomotion. In the past
few years, robots have been “moving out” of the factory floor and research labs, and are becoming
increasingly common in everyday life. So, providing stable and agile locomotion capabilities for
robots to navigate a wide range of environments becomes pivotal. Developing locomotion in
robots through biologically inspired methods, also facilitates furthering our understanding on how
biological processes may function.
Connected modules in a configuration, exert force on each other as a result of interaction
between each other and their environment. This phenomenon is studied and quantified, and then
used as implicit communication between robot modules for producing locomotion coordination
in MRs. Through this, a strong link between robot morphology and the gait that emerge in it is
established.
A variety of locomotion controller, some periodic-function based and some morphology
based, are developed for MR locomotion and bipedal gait generation. A hybrid Evolutionary
Algorithm (EA) is implemented for evolving gaits, both in simulation as well as in the real-world
on a physical modular robotic configuration. Limbless gaits in MRs are also learnt by learning




En robo´tica, la locomocio´n trata de proporcionar capacidades de locomocio´n auto´noma a robots
mo´viles. La mayorı´a de los robots actuales tiene alguna forma de locomocio´n para navegar en su
entorno. Los modos de locomocio´n robo´tica se pueden repartir entre: (i) locomocio´n ae´rea, (ii)
locomocio´n terrestre, y (iii) locomocio´n acua´tica (sobre o bajo el agua). Las tres formas ba´sicas
de locomocio´n terrestre son la locomocio´n mediante piernas, la locomocio´n sin miembros, y
la locomocio´n basada en ruedas. Un Robot Modular, por otra parte, es un sistema robo´tico
compuesto por varios mo´dulos independientes, donde cada mo´dulo es un robot en sı´ mismo.
El objetivo de esta tesis es el desarrollo de la locomocio´n mediante piernas para un robot
humanoide, ası´ como el de la locomocio´n sin miembros para varias configuraciones de robots
modulares. Inspira´ndose en la biologı´a, tambie´n se investiga en esta tesis el desarrollo de la
locomocio´n del robot segu´n su morfologı´a, gracias a te´cnicas de evolucio´n y de aprendizaje.
La locomocio´n es una de las caracterı´sticas distintivas de un organismo zoolo´gico. Casi
todas las especies animales, e incluso algunas especies de plantas, poseen algu´n tipo de
locomocio´n. En los u´ltimos an˜os, los robots han “migrado” desde las fa´bricas y los laboratorios
de investigacio´n, y se esta´n integrando cada vez ma´s en nuestra vida diaria. Por estas razones,
es crucial proporcionar capacidades de locomocio´n estables y a´giles a los robots para que
puedan navegar por todo tipo de entornos. El uso de me´todos de inspiracio´n biolo´gica para
alcanzar esta meta tambie´n nos ayuda a entender mejor co´mo pueden funcionar los procesos
biolo´gicos equivalentes.
En una configuracio´n de mo´dulos conectados, puesto que cada uno interacciona con su
entorno, los mo´dulos ejercen fuerza los unos sobre los otros. Este feno´meno se ha estudiado y
cuantificado, y luego se ha usado como comunicacio´n implı´cita entre los mo´dulos para producir
la coordinacio´n en la locomocio´n de este robot. De esta manera, se establece un fuerte vı´nculo
entre la morfologı´a de un robot y el modo de andar que este desarrolla.
Se han desarrollado varios controladores de locomocio´n para robots modulares y robots
bı´pedos, algunos basados en funciones perio´dicas, otros en la morfologı´a del robot. Un algoritmo
evolutivo hı´brido se ha implementado para la evolucio´n de locomociones, tanto en simulacio´n
como en el mundo real en una configuracio´n fı´sica de robot modular. Tambie´n se pueden
generar locomociones sin miembros para robots modulares, determinando las polı´ticas de
control o´ptimo gracias a te´cnicas de aprendizaje por refuerzo.
vii
Se presenta en primer lugar en esta tesis el estado del arte de la robo´tica modular, en-
foca´ndose en la locomocio´n de robots modulares, los controladores, la locomocio´n bı´peda y la
computacio´n morfolo´gica. A continuacio´n se describen cinco configuraciones diferentes de robot
modular que se utilizan en esta tesis, seguido de cuatro controladores de locomocio´n. Estos
controladores son el controlador heteroge´neo, el controlador basado en funciones perio´dicas, el
controlador homoge´neo y el controlador basado en la morfologı´a del robot.
Se desarrolla como parte de este trabajo un controlador de locomocio´n lineal, perio´dico,
basado en features, para la locomocio´n bı´peda de robots humanoides. Los para´metros de
control se ajustan primero a mano para reproducir un modelo cart-table, y el controlador se
evalu´a en un robot humanoide simulado. A continuacio´n, gracias a un algoritmo evolutivo,
la optimizacio´n de los para´metros de control permite desarrollar una locomocio´n sin modelo
predeterminado.
Se desarrolla como parte de esta tesis un enfoque sobre algoritmos de Embodied Evolucio´n,
en otras palabras el uso de robots modulares fı´sicos en la fase de evolucio´n. La implementacio´n
material, la configuracio´n experimental, y el Algoritmo Evolutivo implementado para Embodied
Evolucio´n, se explican detalladamente.
El trabajo tambie´n incluye una visio´n general de las te´cnicas de aprendizaje por refuerzo y
de los Procesos de Decisio´n de Markov. A continuacio´n se presenta un algoritmo popular de
aprendizaje por refuerzo, llamado Q-Learning, y su adaptacio´n para aprender locomociones
de robots modulares. Se proporcionan una implementacio´n del algoritmo de aprendizaje y la
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction, problem definition and goals
or autonomously, can be categorized as a mobile robot. In contrast, industrial robots, which
have multi-articulated arms connected to a fixed base, are stationary robots. Robot Locomo-
tion is concerned with proving a robot the ability to move from one place to another, which is
accomplished by manipulating its body with respect to the environment. Three basic modalities
of locomotion in land based mobile robotics include: (i) wheel-based locomotion, (ii) legged
locomotion and (iii) limbless locomotion. Wheeled robots are the most energy efficient for
navigating on flat surfaces, but lack the ability to navigate in rough or uneven terrains (e.g.:
stairs). Legged robots, on the other hand, have the potential to navigate in unstructured
environment, they do not need a special infrastructure to operate in, and they are very well
suited to interact with and navigate in human environment (e.g.: home, office, theme-park,
mall, etc.). While limbless robots are robots that mimic creeping/crawling gaits of worms,
insects, serpents, etc. Limbless robots can be useful in applications involving unforeseen and
inaccessible environments, like under collapsed buildings, inside narrow pipes, on sand dunes,
etc., where wheeled and legged robots fail to operate.
1.1 Problem definition
The main objective of this thesis is to develop locomotion controllers for limbless robots and a
legged robot. Specifically, to develop controllers for creeping/crawling gaits in 2D robots, and
bipedal walking gait in a humanoid robot.
Locomotion in general, whether gallop of a horse, flapping wings of a bird, or bipedal
walking of a human, can be seen as repetitive and coordinated movement of limbs, through
which the desired gait emerges. In limbless organisms like caterpillar and snake species,
locomotion comes about as a result of coordinated bilaterally-symmetrical-muscle-contractions
and through coordinated undulation of muscles, respectively. In robots, locomotion can be seen
as coordinated actuation of joint actuators related to locomotion (e.g.: Limb joints of a humanoid
robot).
The problem tackled in this thesis involves bringing about the needed coordination in joint
actuations, which produces a stable gait in the respective robot. One way of achieving this task
is to explicitly model joint trajectories, based on the kinematic structure of the target robot, which
is the traditional approach towards robot locomotion. However, in this thesis, biologically inspired
approaches towards robot locomotion are taken.
Two different robot platforms, one for limbless locomotion and the other for bipedal gait, used
in this thesis are presented in the following subsection.
1.1.1 Robot
The target platforms used in this thesis are Modular Robot (MR)s and a simulated humanoid
































































































































8 Chapter 1. Introduction, problem definition and goals
its locomotion, and on the other hand to develop locomotion controllers that are morphology
dependent and which can adapt to changes in robot morphology.
1.3.2 Evolutionary Robotics
Evolutionary Robotics is a field of research that employs a process analogous to natural
evolution for generating robot controllers that adapt to their environment, all without needing
direct programming by humans. The generation and optimization of robot controllers are based
on evolutionary principles of blind variations, and survival of the fittest. Although typically applied
for creating control system for robots, less frequent, Evolutionary Robotics (ER) methods are
also applied for generating robot morphologies, as well as for co-evolving control systems and
robot morphology simultaneously [Lipson and Pollack, 2000], [Bongard and Pfeifer, 2003].
A common practice in ER is to evolve the controller in simulation and then transfer the
evolved controller on to a physical robot. There exists a reality gap in this method because
not every single aspect of the physical world and the robot can be modeled accurately in the
simulation environment. So, the evolved behavior in simulation may not transfer well onto a real
robot. Embodied Evolution is a ER method, where evolution is performed on the physical robot,
so as to close the reality gap that exist between simulation environment and the real-world.
Objectives of this thesis, from an ER perspective are to: (i) optimize locomotion controllers
through evolution, for both limbless gaits in modular robotic configurations, as well as bipedal
gait in the humanoid robot, (ii) evolve a gait on a physical modular robotic configuration, through
Embodied Evolution (EE).
1.3.3 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning is an area under Machine Learning (ML) inspired by behaviorist
psychology in humans and animals. Reinforcement Learning (RL) deals with the problem of
getting an agent to act in the world, so as to maximize its rewards. For example, consider
teaching a dog a new trick, where you cannot tell it what to do or not to do, but you can only
reward or punish it, if it does the right or wrong thing respectively. The agent (dog in this case)
has to figure out what it did that made it get the reward or the punishment, which is known as the
credit assignment problem.
An objective in this thesis, from the learning perspective, is to use RL method to train Modular
Robot (MR)s to locomote. To do so only by rewarding them (in a computational sense) whenever
they take a step forward in the right direction, or by punishing them whenever they either take a
step backward, flip over or stay standstill.
1.4. Structure of the PhD 9
1.4 Structure of the PhD
The following PhD thesis is structured as follows. First, in chapter 2, page 11, current state-
of-the-art in the fields of MR, particularly related to MR locomotion and controllers, bipedal
locomotion and Morphological Computation are reviewed.
In chapter 3, page 45, five different modular robotic configurations used in this thesis are
explained first, followed by four different locomotion controllers for MR locomotion developed
in this thesis are presented. The first two controllers are heterogeneous and periodic-function
based locomotion controllers, while the next two are homogeneous and morphology based
locomotion controllers.
In chapter 4, page 87, a feature based linear periodic locomotion controller for bipedal gait in
humanoid robots is presented. Control parameters are first hand-tuned to replicate a cart-table
model based gait, and the same is evaluated on the simulated humanoid robot. Then, a walking
gait is evolved by optimizing control parameters through Evolutionary Algorithm (EA).
In chapter 5, page 105, an Embodied Evolution (EE) approach for evolving gaits in physical
modular robotic configurations is presented. The hardware implementation, experimental setup
for EE, and the EA implemented, are all explained in detail in this chapter.
In chapter 6, page 133, first an overview of RL and Markov Decision Process (MDP) are
provided. Then, a popular RL algorithm called Q-Learning, and an adaptation of it for the
purpose of learning locomotion in MRs are presented. Implementation of the learning algorithm
and evaluation results of the learnt gait are provided to close this chapter.
Finally, the thesis is concluded in chapter 7, page 159.

























































































































































































































2.1. Modular robotics 19
Different types of modules that have been developed under this project is as shown in Figure 2.7.
Diameter of each module is only 27 mm, and thickness of some parts is less than 1 mm.
The camera/contact module is used for environment information acquisition, needed for
detecting holes, breakages and cracks in the pipes. It is also used as a contact sensor to detect
if the microrobot is facing an obstacle. The rotation module has 2-DOF, that allows the module
to rotate in vertical and horizontal planes. A set of these modules put together can perform an
undulating (snake-like) locomotion. The support and extension modules are used to perform
inchworm like locomotion (move forward and turn right and left). Finally, the helicoidal module
was designed to be a fast-drive module that is able to push other modules forward or in reverse
directions.
To assemble the modules together, a common interface has been built. This interface allows
for mechanical and electrical connections between the modules. Each module includes an
electronic control board that performs the following tasks: control of actuators and sensors,
communications, auto-protection and adaptable motion, self-orientation detection, and low-level
embedded control.
Figure 2.7: Microtub modules. Source: [Brunete et al., 2012b]
2.1.3 Lattice-type
In lattice-type architecture, modules connect their docking interfaces at points to form virtual
cells of some regular grid-structure. This network of docking points can be compared to atoms in
a crystal and the grid to the lattice of that crystal. Usually few units are sufficient to accomplish a
reconfiguration step. A much simpled mechanical design and computational representation is
allowed in lattice-type architecture. Reconfiguration planning, in lattice-type architecture, can be
scaled to complex systems, much easily.
2.1.3.i Cross-Cube and Cross-Ball
Cross-Cube [Meng et al., 2010] and Cross-Ball [Meng et al., 2011] were developed at the
Stevens Institute of Technology, mainly for studying self-reconfiguration in Modular Robot (MR).
These platforms were used to study how Self-Reconfigurable Modular Robot (SRMR) can adapt
in dynamic environments by changing their morphologies.
Cross-Cube is a SRMR developed in a robot simulator using a real-time physics engine























2.1. Modular robotics 21
to each other. Using the rotary arm and side clasp, a module is capable of three types of
self-reconfiguration motions: rotating, parallel and diagonal movements.
2.1.4 Hybrid-type
Hybrid-type architecture takes advantages of both chain-type and lattice-type architectures.
Control and mechanism are designed for lattice-type reconfiguration, in addition to allowing a
module to reach any point in the configuration space. Some of the most recent designs are of
Hybrid-type architecture, which are reviewed in the following subsections.
2.1.4.i UBot
UBot [Zhao et al., 2011] [Liu et al., 2012] (Figure 2.10) is a novel Self-Reconfigurable Modular
Robot (SRMR) system made of autonomous robotic modules at the State Key Laboratory of
Robotics and System of Harbin Institute of Technology. Each robotic module is made up of a
simple structure and 2-Degree of Freedom (DOF). A group of connected modules are able to
change their configuration by changing their local connections, and has functionality of a robotic
system which is capable of generating complicated motions for accomplishing a large variety
of tasks, such as: transportation, exploration, inspection, construction and in-situ resource
utilization.
Multimodal locomotion and self-reconfiguration are the basic and essential capabilities for
a SRMR system, and UBot achieves these by combining the advantages from chain-type and
lattice-type systems. Each UBot module is a cubic structure, based on a universal joint with two
rotational DOF and four connecting surfaces that can connect to or disconnect from adjacent
modules. The smart structure and the reliable connecting mechanism of the modules make the
robot flexible enough to perform both multimodal locomotion and self-reconfiguration. UBot can
perform locomotion in the modes of quadruped, chain and loop configurations. Besides, the
system can self-reconfigure from one configuration to another (e.g.: Quadruped configuration to
chain configuration).
UBot presents a new sensor module for SRMR system, and a novel docking method for
precise docking between modules. The sensor module is designed with the same external
dimensions as active and passive modules. In order to maintain functional consistency, the
connecting surfaces are equipped with hook holes and electrical contacts to connect and
communicate with active modules. The sensor module is installed inside with a wireless CCD
vision sensor, four linear Hall sensors, infrared distance sensors and acceleration sensor. The
automated docking progress has three steps: visual prepositioning process, precise positioning



































































2.1. Modular robotics 25
(DOF) motors, whereas in latice-type, locomotion comes about as a result of continuous self-
reconﬁguration. Gait produced by a modular robotic conﬁguration depends on the morphology
of the conﬁguration. Gaits ranging from creeping and crawling gaits, achievable in limbless
modular robotic conﬁgurations, through walking and roling gaits achievable in more complicated
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) conﬁgurations are reviewed in the folowing
subsections.
2.1.5.i Limbless locomotion
Modular robotic conﬁgurations that lack limbs, such as linear conﬁgurations, use their body to
generate the propulsive force needed for locomotion. Three diferent limbless gaits that utilize
module’s DOF motors in linear conﬁgurations have been surveyed in the folowing subsections.
Caterpilar gait
Caterpilar gait is the most common gait in al of chain-typeMRs [Kurokawa et al., 2003], [Støy
et al., 2003], [Brunete et al., 2012b], [Gonzalez-Gomez and Boemo, 2005], [Gonzalez-Gomez,
2008]. It has been implemented in virtualy al the modular robotic platforms discussed in
subsection 2.1.2, page 14. It is a one-dimensional (1D) gait inspired by the crawling locomotion
of a biological caterpilar. The robot can move either in forward or backward directions on a
straight line, and it is commonly implemented in linear modular robotic conﬁgurations. The gait
is achieved by oscilating only the pitch-axis actuator(s) of connected modules, with consistent
phase-shift in oscilation between consecutive modules (Figure 2.14). This produces a traveling
wave along the length of the conﬁguration, which results in propeling the robot forward in the
direction of the traveling wave. Negating the phase-shift values of the oscilating modules, results
in the linear robot moving in the opposite direction.
Figure 2.14:Phase-relation between consecutive modules in a linear conﬁguration to produce Caterpilar
gait. Source: [Gonzalez-Gomez, 2008]
Lateral-shift
This is a2Dgait, and can be implemented in linear conﬁgurations with alternating — pitch-axis
(vertical oscilation) and yaw-axis (horizontal oscilation) — actuators, along the length of the
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conﬁgurations. Lateral-shift gait is inspired by and replicates locomotion ofsidewindersnake
species. This gait is achieved by oscilating both pitch-axis actuators and yaw-axis actuators of
the conﬁguration, but here phase-shift in oscilating modules are separate for the two sets of pitch-
axis and yaw-axis actuators. There exists consistent phase-shift between consecutive pitch-axis
actuators, as wel as between consecutive yaw-axis actuators (Figure 2.15). Amplitude, ofset
and phase parameter of the oscilation determines the shape, direction and speed of the gait.
Lateral-shift gait is demonstrated in [Støy et al., 2003], [Brunete et al., 2012b], [Gonzalez-Gomez
and Boemo, 2005] and [Gonzalez-Gomez, 2008].
Figure 2.15:Phase-relation between pitch-axis (vertical oscilation) and yaw-axis (horizontal oscilation)
actuators in a linear conﬁguration, for producing lateral-shift gait. Source: [Gonzalez-Gomez, 2008]
Inchworm
(a)Support module (b)Extension module
(c)Inchworm conﬁguration
Figure 2.16:Microtub inchworm gait modules and conﬁguration. Source: [Brunete et al., 2012b]
Inchworm gait is achieved in linear conﬁgurations by contracting and elongating the length of
the conﬁguration. In [Brunete et al., 2012b], inchworm gait inside pipes of varying diameters
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has been implemented in the heterogeneous multi-configurable MR Microtub, using two kinds
of modules: support module (Figure 2.16a), and extension module (Figure 2.16b). Support
module, the outer surface of which is partially rubber, when actuated expands outward, firmly
holding the module to the inner-surface of the pipe. It is a passive module, as in, it does not by
itself propel the robot, but aids in doing so. The extension module, which has a linear actuator,
when actuated can both extend and rotate in the yaw-axis. The gait is achieved by connecting
at least one extension module in between two support modules (Figure 2.16c). Sequence of
action in such a configuration to achieve inchworm gait is as follows,
1. Rear support module is actuated, expanding and holding the surface of the pipe, while the
front support module is released.
2. The center extension module is extended, pushing the robot forward.
3. Front support module is actuated, while the rear support module is released.
4. The center extension module is contracted, pulling the robot forward.
In [Wang et al., 2009] the authors have studied kinematics of the gait of a biological inchworm,
and replicated the same on a linear modular robotic configuration with suction cups. Two kinds
of modules are used: joint modules (Figure 2.17a) with 1-DOF actuator in pitch-axis, and
attachment modules (Figure 2.17b) with an active suction cup for attaching the module to
vertical surface. A linear configuration is formed by connecting three joint modules serially, along
with two attachment modules at either end (Figure 2.17c). Here, locomotion is achieved by
first activating the upper attachment module, holding the configuration on the vertical surface,
while releasing the lower attachment module, and at the same time contracting the length of
the configuration by actuating all three joint modules. Then by activating the lower attachment
module, while releasing the upper attachment module, and actuating the joint modules to extend
the length of the configuration, pushing the robot upward.
In [Russo et al., 2012] inchworm gait has also been achieved in a linear configuration
containing three Scout modules (Figure 2.18). The gait is achieved by repeating cycles of
contraction and elongation of the body length of a linear configuration, through coordinated
actuation of module’s DOF actuators. Here, unlike in the previous two cases, the gait has been
demonstrated on horizontal surface, in open-air.
2.1.5.ii Walking locomotion
In biological terms, walking is a gait in which at least one foot is kept in contact with the ground
at all times during locomotion. Configurations in which modules span 2D surface of the ground
plane, during locomotion, can be classified as 2D configurations, while configurations with
modules spanning 3D space can be classified as 3D configurations. Common walking gaits in

































































































2.1. Modular robotics 33
in Self-assembling MOdular Robot for Extreme Shape-shifting (SMORES) MR for modules to
move independently on relatively flat surfaces. The wheels, which also holds docking ports on its
surface, are on the right and left sides of the cubic shape chassis of the module. Each module
can move forward, reverse, turn left and right, and rotate on its own axis. This locomotion is
necessary for modules to aggregate and align for self-assembly.
2.1.5.iv Self-reconfiguration based locomotion
In lattice-type MRs, locomotion is achieved through continuous self-reconfiguration. In a lattice
structure, when modules at one end of the grid, by continuously connecting to and disconnecting
with other modules on the outer edge of the structure, move to the other end of the grid, this
results in the displacement of the entire structure. This kind of locomotion gives the notion of
modules flowing on the ground, which is visually similar to locomotion of an amoeba, or to that
of a puddle of water flowing on a flat surface.
In [Meng and Jin, 2011] lattice-type MR Cross-cube modules are continuously reconfigured
to produce flowing locomotion. An advantage of this locomotion is that a configuration can
morph its shape to avoid obstacles, or to move through narrow passage. In [Bonardi et al., 2012],
Roombots (RB) modules move on a 2D grid, from an initial position to the goal position on the
grid, through self-reconfiguration. Modules connect to the 2D grid surface, where each grid cell
has a connector similar to those on the module. A module connected to a grid cell, through its
DOF motor actuation, can reach its neighboring cell, then connect to that cell and disconnect
from the previous cell. In this way, a module can move from cell to cell on a grid, moving from an
initial to the goal location.
2.1.6 Controller
As per the literature, controllers in modular robotics are generally used for controlling locomotion
and self-reconfiguration. These controllers can be broadly classified into Central Control (CC)
type and Distributed Control (DC) type. In a CC type controller, individual modules in a configu-
ration, receive high-level control signals from either a master module or from an external source.
On the contrary, in a DC type controller, each module computes its own control signal, based
on its sensor readings and inter-module communication. Homogeneity is another aspect of
controllers in Modular Robot (MR), where if all the modules in a configuration has the exact same
controller, then it is called as homogeneous controller, and non-homogeneous or heterogeneous
otherwise. Scalability of a controller determines its ability to continue to function without any



























































































2.1. Modular robotics 37
based controller is how CPG of one module is coupled with CPGs of other modules in a
given configuration. This coupling is based on the morphology of the configuration, so it is
fixed and predetermined. Control parameters of a CPG differs from module to module, based
on the module’s position in the configuration. So this controller can neither be classified as
homogeneous nor as scalable.
Heterogeneous layered controller
Brunete et al. in [Brunete et al., 2012a] have developed a multi-layered control architecture for
the heterogeneous multi-configurable MR Microtub. The control architecture consists of three
layers: high-level central controller (CC), low-level behavior-based embedded controller and
a middle-level heterogeneous interpreter connecting the high-level and low-level controllers.
The CC is behavior-based as well, and controls the modular robotic configuration as a single
entity, collecting sensory information from modules, processing it and sending situation and
action commands to the modules. It also acts as a planner and helps modules synchronize their
actions. The CC can either be off-board on an external PC, as it was in [Brunete et al., 2012a],
or on-board as a part of one of the modules.
The low-level controller is a set of individual behaviors, which allows the module to react
in real-time, independent of the CC. Examples of low-level behavior control include sensing
and acting on external and internal stimuli, such as detecting an obstacle and adapting the
shape accordingly to avoid the obstacle, and turning off an actuator on sensing overheating,
respectively. Other behaviors include controlling the module’s actuator for producing locomotion,
communicating with connected modules, etc.
The heterogeneous middle-level layer acts as an interpreter between the CC and the low-level
controller. Control commands sent by the CC are identical to all the modules, which themselves
are heterogeneous. So when a high-level command is received by a module, it is processed
by its middle-level interpreter, and translated to module specific instructions. Similarly, when
a module needs to send a message to the CC or other modules, this too is handled by the
middle-level interpreter.
The layered controller is semi-distributed, as some low-level actions can be taken by the
module in real-time, independent of the CC, but high-level control commands and synchronization
are still controlled by the CC. It is heterogeneous because middle-level and low-level controllers
are module specific, but scalable because of the semi-distributed and layered architecture of the
controller.
Artificial Neural Network based controller
Lal et al. in [Lal et al., 2008] have implemented an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model
as a locomotion controller for their six legged brittle star MR, where each module is modeled
as a neuron in a fully connected ANN. Neurons sum their weighted input stimulus, which is
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the actuator’s phase angle that they share locally or globally based on their location in the
configuration, and use a sinusoidal activation function to determine the next step. The authors
have used Genetic Algorithm (GA) for evolving optimal synaptic weight vector of the ANN.
This controller is distributed and homogeneous, as all the modules decide their own action,
and each module start with the same initial parameters. The parameters of the ANN (synaptic
weights) are learned for the specific morphology of the robot, through evolution. By extending the
size of the robot, either by increasing the number of legs or by increasing the number of modules
in each leg, through a similar evolutionary process, new gaits for the modified configuration can
be learned, making the controller scalable as well.
2.1.6.ii Self-reconfiguration Controllers
Self-reconfiguration is an important aspect of a Self-Reconfigurable Modular Robot (SRMR),
which gives it the ability to change its morphology to suit its environment and/or current task.
In lattice-type and hybrid-type SRMR, locomotion is achieved through the process of self-
reconfiguration.
Morphogenesis inspired controller
In [Meng and Jin, 2011] Meng et al. have proposed a hybrid-hierarchical-layered controller for
self-reconfiguration, inspired by biological multi-cellular morphogenesis. Morphogenesis is a
biological process through which the shape of an organism is determined. During the stage
of embryonic development of an organism, genes contained in individual cells are expressed,
resulting in various cellular functions. This expression of genes is regulated by proteins produced
by the same gene or by other genes in the cell, or by other genes in neighboring cells, through
intra-cellular or inter-cellular diffusion, forming a complex web of Gene Regulatory Network
(GRN). In this work, the authors consider a module equivalent to a biological cell, connected to
other modules to form a multi-cellular organism.
The controller consists of three layers: pattern generation layer, pattern formation layer
and low-level hardware dependent layer. The first layer responsible for generating the pattern
(modular robotic configuration) is a rule-based controller, where a pattern is represented as a
three-dimensional (3D) grid occupancy graph, and encoded as a lookup-table. Based on the
environmental constraints and task at hand, by following a set of rules, modules can modify this
table to bring about a change in the pattern. For example, when an individual module senses an
obstacle in the environment through its local sensor, it can diffuse this information in the network
through communication, to bring about a global change in the pattern.
Once a target pattern is set or adapted in the lookup-table, modules can then act inde-
pendently to converge to the global pattern. By setting any of the modules as the origin in
the occupancy graph, modules can then localize themselves in the configuration through local





































































2.3. Morphological Computation 41
for producing a stable gait. In [Miura et al., 2009], bipedal walking and turning locomotion are
implemented on the HRP-4C humanoid robot. It is achieved by adapting gait parameters such
as step length, gait speed, rotational angle during turn, etc., of the human motion capture data.
2.3 Morphological Computation
The term Morphological Computation was coined by Chandana Paul [Paul, 2006], and it refers
to outsourcing of computation to morphology and material property of an agent. Traditionally,
intelligence and cognition have been associated solely with the brain of an agent, without taking
into consideration its body and morphology. But some articles like [McGeer, 1990], [Iida and
Pfeifer, 2004] have shown that intelligence can arise as a result of interaction between the brain,
body and the environment the agent is embedded in.
2.3.1 Passive dynamic walking
One on the earliest and a classical example of Morphological Computation was demonstrated
by Tad McGeer [McGeer, 1990] with the passive dynamic walker, which is a mechanical system
that can walk down an inclined ramp with a slope of a certain degree, without any actuator,
power-supply, sensing or computation. In a sense, this agent is completely brain less, and the
behavior of walking is produces solely based on its morphological properties, which is specifically
tailored to produce the walking behavior. Energy requirement for walking in this design is minimal,
as walking is produced solely by gravitation, and the walking gait produced seems very human
like.
The drawback of the passive dynamic walker is that the conditions in which it operates, also
called as its ecological niche, is very narrow. It means that the passive dynamic walker would
cease to operate if anything in its environment or its morphology, like the slope on the ramp or the
material property of its feet, respectively, is changed. Denise, an augmented passive dynamic
walker with actuators, power supply and controller, was created by Martijn Wisse [Wisse, 2004]
at Techinical University of Delft. Morphology of Denise was adapted to walk on level surface,
and the emerged walking gait was very human like and in-turn very energy efficient.
2.3.2 Puppy
Puppy [Iida and Pfeifer, 2004], a quadruped robot, built at the Artificial Intelligence lab, University
of Zurich, mimics the morphology of a canine. Puppy has four limbs, and twelve joint (four each
at the shoulder/hip, elbow/knees and ankle) in total. There are eight standard digital servomotors
at the shoulder/hip and elbow/knee joints, and the ankle joints are connected via passive springs.
A simple sinusoidal position controller was applied to each of the four shoulder/hip joints, wherein
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consequence of its embodiment, there is force applied on the rest of the stationary legs, and
this information, in the form of joint angle measurement, can be used by the insect as a form
of global communication between legs for producing locomotion, even without there existing a
central controller that coordinates leg movements. Inspired by this, a distributed neural network
architecture for controlling a six legged robot was developed [Du¨rr et al., 2003]. This is a very
strong example of Morphological Computation, as the communication, and in turn the needed
coordination between legs for locomotion, comes about as a result of the interaction between
the insect and its environment.
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CHAPTER 3
Locomotion Controllers for Modular Robots
Introduction
One of the goals of the work presented in this thesis is to develop locomotion controller for
Modular Robot (MR) through morphology, evolution and learning. In this chapter, locomotion
in MR through morphology is presented. First, five different modular robotic configurations
used for testing locomotion controller in the rest of the thesis are presented. Kinematics and
gaits achievable in each of the five configurations are explained. Two classes of controllers are
presented in this chapter: periodic function based controllers and morphology based controllers.
Two kinds of periodic function based locomotion controllers are presented: Sinusoidal
controller and Fourier controller. Sinusoidal oscillators as locomotion controllers for MRs have
been previously implemented in [Gonzalez-Gomez and Boemo, 2005] and [Zhang et al., 2009].
To set as a benchmark for comparing with other controllers developed in this thesis, sinusoidal
controllers are implemented and evaluated on all of the five modular robotic configurations. The
second controller under this category is the Fourier controller, which is developed as part of this
thesis, and is based on Fourier series.
Morphology refers to the form and structure of a biological organism, and in the context of
MRs, it refers to the topology of the modular robotic configuration. Under morphology based
locomotion controllers category, two kinds of controllers are developed: an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) based controller and an inverse sine function based controller. Although the
parameters of all four controllers presented in this chapter are optimized through Genetic





































































































where isthetotalnumberofmodulesintheconﬁguration, istheamplitude, is
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5Intheorythereexistsaphase-diferenceof betweenmodules and .Butsincethesetwo
modulesareconnectedtoeachotherasamirorimageofeachother,when 1 2 ,thetwoSpine
modulesswingtothesameside,forminganarc(Figure3.10a).Onthecontrary,when 1 2 ,the
twoSpinemodulesswingtooppositeside,formingan’S’shape(Figure3.10b).
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(a)θSpine1= 45◦,θSpine2=−45◦ (b)θSpine1=θSpine2= 45◦
Figure 3.10:Spine modules in the Lizard conﬁguration.
but not homogeneous, as control parameters difer between modules, and is dependent on the
position of the module in the conﬁguration. The controler is scalable, since adding modules
to a conﬁguration would not require a change in controler of the preexisting modules. This
control-model is simple and intuitive, and good for studying diferent possible gaits in a given
conﬁguration by hand-tuning control parameters. Through parameter optimization it is possible
to evaluate the fastest possible gait in a given conﬁguration.
As the number of modules in the conﬁguration grow, the total number of parameters
that needs to be tuned for a robot to function, increases linearly as wel. During parameter-
optimization process, it takes signiﬁcantly longer to ﬁnd any meaningful gait in the six-module
Lizardconﬁguration, compared to the two-moduleMinibotconﬁgurations. In both the gaits that
emerged in theLizardconﬁguration, the robot does not utilize al four limb-modules. Intuitively,
an optimal gait would utilize al available resources, but in the case of the gaits that emerge in
Lizardconﬁguration, it seems that theEAfails to ﬁnd the global-optimal solution, due to the shear
depth of the parameter space (19 dimensions deep) it is searching for a solution in. Another
drawback of this controler is its inability to adapt to change in environment or conﬁguration.





Lizard Forward gait 4.57 0.08Lateral gait 5.28 0.06
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Controler AverageMinibot Tripod Quadropod Y-bot Lizard
Ro
bot
Minibot Mean 3.12 2.60 2.84 N/Afootnote8 2.73 2.26SD 0.04 0.18 0.04 0.06
Tripod Mean U/Pfootnote10 1.48 1.31 1.15 1.26 1.04SD 0.17 0.28 0.56 0.31
Quadropod Mean 2.10 1.45 3.66 1.61 2.68 2.30SD 0.77 0.22 0.42 0.48 0.46
Y-bot Mean 3.0 1.76 3.44 5.31 5.08 3.72SD 0.57 0.42 0.47 0.89 0.37
Lizard Mean U/Pfootnote10 4.52 U/Pfootnote10 U/Pfootnote10 5.92 2.1SD 0.57 0.32





































































































82 Chapter 3. Locomotion Controlers for Modular Robots
symmetry between the two modules. Similarly, in the third (t=1.88s), fourth (t=2.50s) and
ﬁfth (t=3.11s) oscilation cycles of theHeadmodule (marked in red on thex-axis of the
plot in Figure 3.28),tHeadis further readjusted, resulting in the two modules to oscilate with a
phase-diference of117.17◦for the rest of the evaluation period (3.11s<t<100s). With this
controler,Minibotproduces the caterpilar gait, which is typical and the only meaning gait for
this conﬁguration, traveling at an average speed of2.72cm/s.
Figure 3.28:Reference and actuator trajectories of Minibot modules, when evaluated with the best
evolved Inverse sinusoidal controler. Marked in red on thex-axis are points in time when control signal of
the Head module is adjusted, resulting in the emerged gait.
Tripod
When evaluated with the best evolved controler, al the modules in theTripodconﬁguration
initiate by oscilating in phase, but after several iterations of adjustments of the respectivet
values of al the three modules, al of which occur during the ﬁrst 10 seconds of the evaluation
(Figure 3.29), a forward crawling gait emerges. Aftertadjustments, modulesM1andM3setle
into oscilating in phase, while moduleM2setles into an oscilation with a phase-diference of
≈148.67◦with respect to the other two modules, resulting in the forward-crawling gait at an
average speed of1.26cm/s.
Quadropod
When evaluated with the best evolved controler, modulesM1andM2setle into oscilating in
phase, while modulesM3andM4setle into oscilations with a phase-diference compared to
the other two pairs. Al the module in this conﬁguration setle into a steady gait within the ﬁrst 5
seconds of the evaluation, and the emerged gait is very similar to the gait that emerge in this
















































3.3. Morphology dependent locomotion controller 85
Summary of the chapter
In this chapter five different modular robotic configurations, experimented with during this course
of this thesis, are described from a kinematic and gait perspective. Of the five configurations,
Minibot, Tripod and Quadropod configurations can be found in the literature, but Y-bot and Lizard
configurations are original to this thesis, to the best of the author’s knowledge.
Two class of locomotion controllers for Modular Robot (MR)s are developed and evaluated
on several modular robotic configurations. The first class of controllers is periodic function
based, which includes: Sinusoidal controller, based on sine wave function, and Fourier controller,
based on Fourier series. Sinusoidal oscillators as locomotion controllers for MRs can be found
in the literature, and so implemented in this thesis so as to set a benchmark for comparing
rest of the controllers developed as part the thesis. Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is used for
optimizing Sinusoidal controller parameters, and then the resulting fastest controller is evaluated
for each of the five modular robotic configurations. Two different gaits emerge in the Lizard
configuration, and one each in the rest of the configurations. Of the total six gaits, four of them
are the fastest compared to the rest of the controllers. But a drawback of this controller is that
it is heterogeneous, and so cannot adapt to change in configuration. Also, as the number of
modules in the configuration grows, dimension of the controller parameter space grows linearly
as well, making it hard for an optimization technique to find good set of parameters.
The second under the periodic function based controllers class, is the Fourier controller. This
is the first instance of use of Fourier series as locomotion controller in MR, to the best of the
author’s knowledge. This controller is heterogeneous as well, and so not adaptive to change
in configuration. A distinction between this controller and Sinusoidal controller is the increased
complexity in the generated trajectory, when anything over the first frequency component
is used. Two variants of Fourier controller are evaluated: one with just the first frequency
component, and the other with two frequency components. Gaits in some configurations are
evolved with these controllers, and evaluated. Best evolved first frequency component Fourier
controller (ffc-Fourier controller) on the Minibot configuration produces the fasted caterpillar
gait, while the rest of the evaluations are suboptimal. A major disadvantage of this controller is
increased dimension of the parameter space, which is unnecessary for two-dimensional (2D)
modular robotic configurations.
The second class of controllers developed in this thesis are morphology based. Two types
of morphology based locomotion controllers for MRs are developed, which are: ANN based
Neural-oscillator controller, and inverse sinusoidal function based Inverse sinusoidal controller.
Implicit forces that exist between connected modules in a configuration, due to embodiment of
the robot, are studied and quantified. Based on this, a distributed and homogeneous locomotion
controller, consisting an ANN, is developed. Control parameters are optimized through EA and
evaluated of all five modular robotic configurations. Although all the modules carry the exact
same controller, start with the same initial conditions, and are uncoupled, modules act differently,
through which a stable gait emerges as a result of the morphology of the robotic configuration.














Bipedal Locomotion Controller for Humanoids
Introduction
In the previous chapter, four different locomotion controllers for MRs are developed and evalu-
ated. Trajectories generated in three of these controllers are very simple — with two of them
being sinusoidal based — which suffice for creeping/crawling gaits in 2D modular robotic config-
urations. More complex trajectories are needed for bipedal locomotion in a humanoid robots.
Fourier controller presented in the previous chapter could generate such trajectories for bipedal
locomotion, but this controller is parameter heavy. A Fourier series based controller for bipedal
locomotion has been implemented in [Yang et al., 2006] and [Shafii et al., 2009].
One of the objectives of this thesis is to develop locomotion controller for producing bipedal
gait in a humanoid robot, and to do so through a model-free approach. Looking at locomotion
as a set of coordinated oscillations, the focus in this chapter is to: (i) develop a parameterized
periodic function, that can generate a wide variety of complex trajectories, and be used as
locomotion controller (ii) learn a stable gait in a simulated humanoid robot by optimizing controller
parameters through EA.
In this chapter, a feature-based, general periodic function is developed, through which a wide
variety of linear trajectories can be generated. Shape of the trajectory generated through this
function, can be defined as a set of features, such as symmetry, skewness, signal-width, duality
and squareness, along with the regular amplitude, offset, phase and frequency parameters. First,
joint trajectories of a previously evaluated nonlinear bipedal gait are taken as reference, and a
























where ( )istheamplitude, ( )istheofset, ( )isthe



























































































































































































































































































































































108 Chapter 5. Locomotion through Embodied Evolution
Figure 5.3:SkyMega controler board with pin layout. Marked in red are ATMEGA microcontroler pings,
and marked in blue are Arduino equivalents. Source:
Figure 5.4:SkyMega board mounted on a Y1 module. Source:
on the modular robotic conﬁguration, is used for controling al the modules, and the board is
powered externaly.
Unlike several other high-end servomotors available of the shelf,Futaba S3003does not
feature a position sensor. So, a position sensor is developed by hacking the servomotor to

























































































































































Giventheabovemodel,randomvariables and initializedto and respectively,




116 Chapter 5. Locomotion through Embodied Evolution
5.2 Experimental setup
5.2.1 Vision system
In simulation, ﬁtness value of a candidate solution is calculated based on the positions of
the robot in the simulated world, prior to and after the evaluation. These positions are easily
sourced from the simulation engine. But in Embodied Evolution (EE), where ﬁtness value
evaluation of candidate solutions are to be performed on a real robot, a method for estimating
two-dimensional (2D) positions of the robot in the real-world, before and after the evaluation,
is needed. To achieve this, a two-dimension (2D) vision system, consisting a Red Green
Blue (RGB) webcam and a colored marker on the robot, is developed. TheEEsetup, which
includes the 2D vision system, is as shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.10:EEarena, with the vision system, hostPCand the robot, where the gait is evolved on the
real robot.
The colored-marker placed on the robot is as shown in Figure 5.11. The color of the marker
is selected to be a speciﬁc shade of green, which is neither used in any part of the robot, nor in
theEEarena. The marker consists of three circular-components, placed in an isosceles triangle











































































ﬁrsttwocomponents and needstobecalculated,as isknown.Positionoftherobotis
determinedbyﬁrstcalculatingthevectorin thatpassesthroughtheopticalcenterandthe
pixel (Equation5.21),thencalculatingthecoefﬁcientbasedon (Equation5.22),andﬁnaly



















































































Field/Subﬁeld Datatype Segment Description
ID unsignedlong Metadata UniqueIDofthemessageframe
Type unsignedchar Metadata Typeofmessage
Address - Metadata Addressesofmodulesthemessageissentto/receivedfrom
A unsignedchar Metadata Uniqueaddressofamodule
Time unsignedlong Metadata Timeatwhichthemessageissent
Data-Field - Data Oneofndataﬁeldscontainingtheactualdata








TypeID Message Origin Destination
0 Actuatecommand PC SkyMega
1 Positionrequest PC SkyMega
2 Position SkyMega PC
3 Timerequest PC SkyMega
4 Time SkyMega PC
5 Startpositionstream PC SkyMega


























































































































where , and referstotheofspringandthetwoparentgenomesrespectively, isthe
























128 Chapter 5. Locomotion through Embodied Evolution
Figure 5.13:Region, in genome space, spanned by parent and ofspring genome withd≥0.
where each solution is a vector of 13 parameters, each candidate solution is evaluated on the
real robot for a period onτ= 25s. At the end of the evaluation, ﬁtness of the candidate solution
is calculated as distance traveled by the robot, over the period of evaluation. Distance traveled is
calculated with Equation 5.25, as the euclidean distance between start and the end positions of
the robot, which are determined by the vision system as explained in subsection 5.2.1, page
116.
For the case of Embodied Evolution (EE), parameter range for optimization is set to a smaler
range compared to simulation based evolution. Parameter range set forEEis as shown in
Table 5.10. Reasons for the reduced range are: (i) to ensure stability of the gait and to avoid
the robot ﬂipping over during evolution, (i) to avoid mechanical damage and over heating of
module’s servomotor.
Evolution process starts with the robot placed at the center of the arena, and then each
candidate solution of the ﬁrst generation is evaluated one at a time. Before each candidate
solution is evaluated, the robot is ﬁrst reset to its default state (i.e,θi=0◦,∀i∈{1,···, M}).
Then, position of the robot in the arena before the evaluation —r(b)= x(b) y(b) h (i.e,






solutionascontrolparameters,for ,with and .Attheendofthe
evaluation,therobotisonceagainresettoitsdefaultstate,anditspositioninthearenaafter
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132 Chapter 5. Locomotion through Embodied Evolution
Summary of the chapter
In this chapter a framework for evolving locomotion on a physical modular robotic configuration
in real-world is presented. A real Y-bot configuration is constructed using Y1 robot modules,
which are fabricated and assembled as part of this thesis. A SkyMega controller board is used
on-board the robot, for low-level control. Servomotors of the modules in the configuration are
hacked to read potentiometer values, which are used for estimating actuator position. A linear
model is fitted to potentiometer data, through linear regression, for estimating actuator position.
A Kalman Filter (KF) is implemented for module’s actuator state estimation, based on sinusoidal
model.
A two-dimension (2D) vision system is developed, as part of EE experiment setup. The
vision system consists of a Red Green Blue (RGB) webcam and a colored-marker attached to
the robot. An algorithm for detecting and estimating position of the colored-marker, in the image
space, is developed. Position of the robot in the two-dimensional (2D) plane is calculated based
on: (i) estimated pixel position of the marker, (ii) fixed distance between the webcam and the
target image-plane, and (iii) camera intrinsics.
A communication protocol for establishing communication between the host personal com-
puter (PC) — on which the high-level controller, and the Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) are im-
plemented — and the SkyMega controller board, which is on-board the robot, is developed.
This communication protocol is high-level and application specific, featuring two segments —
metadata and data — with multiple fields and subfields within.
An EA, combining features of Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Evolutionary Strategy (ES), is
implemented, using which, gait on a real Y-bot modular robotic configuration is evolved. The
evolved gait is stable but slower compared to the gait evolved in simulation, which is due to





In [Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006], the authors present three time-scale perspectives towards
building an intelligent agent: (i) “Here-and-Now”, (ii) Ontogenetic and (iii) Phylogenetic. The
“Here-and-Now” perspective refers to behavioral mechanism of an agent. The Ontogenetic
perspective refers to lifelong development of an agent, and the Phylogenetic perspective refers
to evolution over several generations. The “Here-and-Now” is the short-term perspective, where
the agent follows some set rules to react to stimuli. Ontogenetic is the intermediate to long-term
perspective, where the agent learns how to react to stimuli. Phylogenetic is the very long-term
perspective, where behaviors in an agent are evolved over several generations.
In this thesis so far, locomotion in Modular Robot (MR) and humanoid robot have been
approached from a Phylogenetic or very long-term perspective, where gaits are evolved in the
robot offline through EA. In this chapter, locomotion in MRs from a Ontogenetic perspective is
presented, where gaits in modular robotic configurations are learnt in an online fashion.
6.1 Introduction to Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an area under Machine Learning (ML) that focus on learning
optimal control policy (i.e, mapping situations to actions) by interacting with the environment,
so as to maximize cumulative reward. In Supervised Learning (SL),which is another and a
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more widely researched field in ML, a knowledgeable external-supervisor provides a set of
labeled training examples to the learning agent, based on which the agent should learn to predict
labels of previously unseen examples. Here, a training example can be seen as a situation
in the environment (state), and its label as an appropriate action, or a class of action, to this
situation. So, objective of the agent in SL is to learn to generalize previously unseen states of
the environment, without having the notion of reward. On the other hand, a RL agent is not
provided with a set of training data, instead learns how to react to situations, by interacting with
the environment and learning through trial-and-error. As a consequence of its action, a RL agent
is either rewarded or punished by the environment. So, the agent should in essence have the
ability to sense the state of the environment, and have a goal or goals related to the state of the
environment. A reinforcement signal, in the form of reward or punishment an agent receives, is
a numerical value provided by the environment as a consequence of its action. An action not
only influences the immediate reward, but the next state (input), and with that, all future rewards.
So, the objective of a learning agent is not to just learn an action that maximize its immediate
reward, but to learn actions that maximizes total reward it receives over a long run.
In RL, a policy is a mapping from perceived states of the environment to actions to be taken
by the agent when in that state. It defines the way an agent should behave to perceived states.
At each time step, the environment sends RL agent a single number as a reinforcement signal.
A high number indicates reward, where as a low or negative number indicates punishment.
The goal of a RL agent is to maximize total reward it receives over the long run. Rewards are
stochastic, and are based only on the current state and the action taken. An agent cannot alter
the source that generates this reward, but can only change its own action so as to get a different
reward, and with that maybe a different resulting state.
A reward signal can only indicates what is good in the immediate sense, but cannot tell what
is good in the long term. A value function, on the other hand, is the total reward an agent can
accumulate starting from that state. For example, a state might always result in a low reward
signal, but still have a high value function, if it is regularly followed by states that generate high
reward signals. The opposite could be true as well. Although the goal of an agent is to maximize
accumulated reward, the next action is chosen based on value function of states, and not their
expected reward, as this would result in maximizing future rewards. Reward signal of a state
can be easily obtained from the environment directly, but it is not so straightforward in the case
of value functions. It has to be estimated and re-estimated iteratively through observations the
agent makes over its lifetime.
In RL, a model of the environment is something that allows inference to be made about
how the environment would behave. It mimics the behavior of the environment, for example,
give a state and an action, the model could predict the resulting next state. A model of the
environment might not always be explicitly available, and it is something that the agent learns
implicitly through trial-and error. This kind of learning is called model-free learning, which is the


















































































































































5 Chooseaction fromstate ,usingapolicyderivedfromQ(e.g.:-greedy);
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Forexample,if , and ,thenformodule ,
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4 Initializestate toarandomstate ;
5 do
6 Chooseaction fromstate ,usingapolicy-greedy;
7 Takeaction ,andwaituntil or ;
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(a)Reward (b)Speed
Figure 6.11:Bird’s eye view of Minibot and Y-bot conﬁgurations, and their respective local and global
coordinate frames.
Figure 6.12:Actuator trajectories of the Y-bot modules, during learnt gait evaluation.
of 117649 states, 729 actions and 85,766,121 state-action pairs, which would make it infeasible
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
Locomotion is an important feature for a robot in most application domains. Compared to
wheel-based locomotion, legged locomotion gives a robot the ability to navigate rugged and
unstructured environment. Limbless gaits give small-sized robots the ability to navigate narrow
and inaccessible areas. This PhD thesis tackles the problem of providing locomotion for legged
and limbless robots through: (i) Morphology, (ii) Evolution, and (iii) Learning. A wide variety of
locomotion controllers for Modular Robot (MR)s, and for a humanoid robot has been developed
in this thesis. Five different two-dimension (2D) modular robotic configurations, a simulated
Humanoid for Open Architecture Platform (HOAP-3) robot, and a real modular robotic configu-
ration has been constructed and used as target platforms for locomotion experiments, in this
thesis.
As a first step, sinusoidal oscillators, which are commonly used as locomotion controller in
MRs, is implemented. Gaits on all the modular robotic configurations are evolved by optimizing
Sinusoidal controller parameters through Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), and evaluated for bench-
marking. Fastest gait in four out of five configurations is achieved with this controller. Sinusoidal
controller is distributed and scalable, but it is heterogeneous and cannot adapt to changes in
configuration.
A second periodic function controller, based on Fourier series, is developed as part of this
thesis. This controller can produce complex trajectories, which are essential for multiple Degree
of Freedom (DOF) legged locomotion. Two variants of this controller are tested on different
modular robotic configurations, and the fastest gait in the Minibot configuration is achieved
with this controller. Control parameters are optimized through EA, and in the second version of
this controller, generated trajectories are non-sinusoidal. This controller is also distributed and
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scalable, but heterogeneous and cannot adapt to changes in configuration. It is parameter heavy,
making it undesirable for producing creeping/crawling gaits in two-dimensional (2D) modular
robotic configurations.
One of the objectives of this thesis is to study the relationship that exist between robot
morphology and the gait that emerges in it, and use the results for developing locomotion
controllers that are morphology-dependent. To this end, forces that exist between module in a
configuration, as a result of interaction between physically connected modules, and between
the modules and their environment, are measured and quantified. This phenomenon is termed
Intra-Configuration Force (ICF), based on which two different morphology-dependent locomotion
controllers for MRs are developed.
The first controller is Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based, which features a neural-oscillator
mechanism for generating oscillatory signals for robot modules. This controller is distributed,
homogeneous, and uncoupled. Control parameters are optimized through EA for learning
locomotion in modular robotic configurations. All the modules in a configuration would have the
same controllers, start with the same initial conditions, but emerge to act differently for producing
a stable gait. In this control model, although modules do not communicate with each other
explicitly, coordination among them for producing a gait, comes about as a function of ICF that
exist between modules in the configuration. Because of the homogeneity of the controller, a
controller optimized for one configuration can be evaluated on another configuration of any size.
So, controllers optimized on each of the five configurations are cross-evaluated on rest of the
four configurations. 15 successful gaits are produced out of 20 total cross-evaluations, further
proving a strong link between the morphology (body) and the controller (brain) of the robot.
The second morphology based controller developed in this thesis is inverse sinusoidal
function based. As part of which, a general purpose inverse sinusoidal function is developed.
Unlike the Neural-oscillator controller, Inverse sinusoidal controller is trajectory based. That
is, in the Neural-oscillator controller, only crest and trough points of oscillation, per cycle of
oscillation, are provided. But with the Inverse sinusoidal controller, a continuous and smooth
trajectory is produced by the controller for the module’s actuator to follow. Inverse sinusoidal
controller features a sinusoidal oscillator at its core, and so combines the smooth trajectory
feature of a Sinusoidal controller, and the morphology-dependent feature of the Neural-oscillator
controller. EA is used for evolving gaits in MRs, and the evolved gaits are smooth, stable
and morphology-dependent. This controller is also distributed, scalable, homogeneous and
uncoupled.
For bipedal locomotion in a humanoid robot, complex trajectories are needed. One such
set of trajectories, available in the literature, is developed based on cart-table method, and has
been successfully evaluated on the HOAP-3 robot. This is a model-based method of producing
locomotion, where all aspect of the target robot needs to be explicitly modeled into the trajectory
generator. In this thesis, a model-free, feature based linear periodic function for generating
trajectories is developed. The periodic function consists of features such as symmetry, duality,
signal-width, skewness and squareness, which dictates the shape of the generated trajectory.
The periodic function is conceived by adding a sawtooth wave to a reverse sawtooth wave, and
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then by introducing one feature at a time. As a first step, linear approximates of cart-table method
generated trajectories are modeled, and evaluated on the simulated HOAP-3 robot. Then, a
walking gait is evolved afresh by optimizing linear periodic function parameter, in a model-free
bottom-up approach. The evolved gait is stable and much faster than the cart-table generated
gait.
For performing Embodied Evolution (EE), a framework for running EA on a physical robot
is developed. As part of this, a modular robotic configuration is constructed with Y1 robot
modules. A hardware-software system for estimating actuator position of a module, based on
its servomotor’s potentiometer reading is developed. A Kalman Filter (KF) for module’s state
estimation, based on noisy data which is in turn based on potentiometer readings, is developed.
A vision system for estimating position of the robot in the evolution arena is developed. A
communication protocol for establishing communication link between the host desktop personal
computer (PC), running the high-level controller and the EA, and the SkyMega board on-board
the robot, running the low-level controller, is implemented. A gait is evolved on the physical Y-bot
configuration through an EA combining features on Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Evolutionary
Strategy (ES).
Finally, an optimal control policy for producing locomotion in MRs is learnt through RL. State
space, action space and reward function are defined, and the standard Q-Learning algorithm is
adapted for learning locomotion is MRs. Gaits are successfully learnt on four different modular
robotic configurations through this method.
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